Start:
In Lucky Peak State Park on HWY 21 near Boise, Idaho. 3 Meters from the north end of the 2nd parking lot continuation (from swimming area).

Finish:
Right at south edge of sidewalk connecting to the west parking lot behind Albertson’s Headquarters building on S. Parkcenter Blvd.

Turn Around:
East of S Survival Place off S. Surprise Way in Surprise Valley subdivision (near HWY 21).

Notes:
The course is entirely on asphalt or concrete surfaces.
On all curved sections and corners, the shortest, most direct route was measured.
All parts of the course not marked as public roadways are greenbelt-style paths or sidewalks.
The only road sections not fully available to the runners are E. Parkcenter Blvd and the big curve on S. River Run Dr., they will be coned.